
STAC Workplace Health & Safety Committee meeting notes 
Meeting: December 14, 2016; 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. EST 
 
Action Items: 
• Nick to confirm with Gordon that changes made to section 1.2 properly address issue raised in his 

notes 
• Nick to get clarification from Gordon on his point regarding “documented archiving” [DONE] 
• Project team to address following issues through an introduction chapter: 

o Classroom must promote learning  
o Training module designed to include fall protection training 
o Trainer document archiving requirements (ie: examination records) 

• Project team/committee to return to conversation about including suspension in Climber 1 chapter 
at a later date 

 
Attendees: 
• Nick Kyonka (STAC) 
• Clay Parchewsky (WesTower) 
• Dominique Valdez (eSystem) 
• Iain Harrison (P-Sec) 
• Alex Crotty (Morrison Hershfield) 
• Asma Arefeen (Rogers) 
• Brad Jones (Varcon) 
• Cesar Galvez (Telecon) 
• Dave Ramdeane (Bell) 

• Grant Sill (Trylon) 
• Gregory Gasbarre (Netricom) 
• Gurm Brar (Rogers) 
• Jason Wolf (WesTower) 
• John Addy (Advantage) 
• John McKay (Grundy) 
• Justin Sousa (Gravisys) 
• Mélanie Barbe (CIMA+) 
• Philippe Lavoie (TELUS) 

 
Meeting Notes: 
Please note that this meeting was dedicated to reviewing the draft version of the STAC Climber Training 
Guidelines “Climber 1” chapter. The following notes recount the committee’s discussions of this draft 
version. 
 
• Climber Training Guidelines document designed with intention of providing training program 

guidelines for tower industry workers 
o Climber 1 chapter being reviewed today is first of five chapters outlining training 

requirements for Climber 1, Climber 2, Rescue 1, Rescue 2 and Rescue 3 
 All chapters will be included in the final document, along with a general introduction 

section 
 Climber 1 chapter was likely to be the most complex since it requires the most 

material, so there is an expectation that the other chapters will be coming along, 
one-by-one, relatively quickly in the new year 

• Nick notes that he sent out the document prior to the meeting and thanks Gordon Lyman (eSystem 
Training Solutions) and Justin Sousa (Gravisys) for providing detailed written feedback 

o Notes that many of Gordon’s notes related to the need for a general introduction chapter 
and what should be included in that chapter 
 Gordon also recommended use of a glossary, which will be included 

• Justin suggested removing the “Related Sections” component of each section because most of them 
are all inter-connected, which would mean we’re essentially relisting those related sections over and 
over 

o Nick notes this was included because it is included in NATE’s CTS 
o Cesar notes that “Related Sections” could be useful if the document will be a linked PDF so 

people can easily jump between sections 
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 Notes though that this document is probably not large enough to merit this function 
• Nick notes that the final document will be much longer, and will include a 

linkable index at the beginning 
o Nick proposes removing the Related Sections for now but with the possibility of revisiting 

the idea later on if anyone would like to see them in the final document 
 General agreement to remove for now but to definitely return to this later 

• Section 1.1 – Justin notes that line about providing students with “Company policies” could be 
confusing – is it the worker or the client or who? 

o Nick notes that he believes this was intended for in-house training 
o Dominique says she believes it should remain, saying third-party trainers do provide 

company policies when asked to do so, and that it also relates to the general hierarchy of 
controls 

o Justin notes that “industry policies” could work better 
 Nick suggests the following changes: 

• Learning Objective: to include company/industry policy and note “where 
necessary” 

• Learning Conditions: change “access to legislation regulations and company 
policies” to “access to legislation, regulations and industry policies” while 
adding a line that says “access to company policies when appropriate” 

o General agreement 
o Nick notes that Gordon also had a note for this section relating to a need to define a 

hierarchy of standards  
 Nick proposes adding the following under Learning Conditions: “Hierarchy of related 

legislation, regulations and policies” 
• General agreement 
• Nick to take back to Gordon to make sure this satisfies his concern 

o May bring back to committee if further changes required 
• Section 1.2 – Suggested addition to Learning Conditions section: “A classroom that promotes 

learning” 
 Committee member suggests that this should be addressed in the introductory 

chapter instead 
• General agreement 

o Suggestion that we add to “Program Expectations” section: “Perform selection of fall 
protection systems and PPE” 
 General agreement it should be included 
 Nick asks if it would be better suited to Climbing Techniques section 

• General agreement that it should be included in Observation of 
Performance section 

o Justin asks whether this document should include proper fall protection training 
 General agreement that it should 
 Justin notes that there are a few things missing that are necessary for this to include 

sufficient fall protection training 
• Nick notes that we should make clear in introduction chapter that this is 

designed to include fall protection training 
• Section 2.0 – no concerns 
• Section 3.0 – no concerns 
• Section 4.0 – Nick says he received some suggestions about merging different bullet points 
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o General agreement to do so 
• Section 5.0 – Iain suggests we add “examples of types of full body harnesses” instead of just 

“example of a full body harness” 
 General agreement 

o Justin also recommended merging some lines 
 General agreement to do so 

o Justin suggests adding “tool pouches and tool lanyards” to list of harness accessories 
 General agreement 
 Clay asks to separate “lanyards and position lanyards” in a different line  

• General agreement 
o Nick asks if section title should be “Full Body Harnesses” since all other section titles are in 

the plural sense 
• Section 6.0 – Justin recommends merging some lines 

 General agreement 
o Justin recommends adding “and work area” to end of line that says “Properly consider 

abrasive edges” 
 General agreement 

• Section 7.0 – Justin recommends merging some lines 
 General agreement 

• Section 8.0 – Justin recommends changing line from “prevent swing fall” to “reduce swing fall” 
 General agreement 

• Section 9.0 – Justin recommends changing line from “prevent swing fall” to “reduce swing fall” 
 General agreement 

o Justin recommends merging two lines (q and f) 
 Nick says he believes these lines have different meanings 
 General agreement to leave as is 

• Section 10.0 – no concerns 
• Section 11.0 – Justin recommends adding “as per Engineered drawings and manufacturer’s 

specifications” to the line that says students are provided with “directions on proper use of a 
horizontal lifeline” 

o Iain notes that this is largely about providing an example of the drawings and specs; 
recommends it be included on a separate line 
 General agreement to add “engineered drawings” to the line saying students should 

be provided with “access to manufacturer instructions” 
• Section 12.0 – Nick asks whether we should include anything on rope rating in this section 

 Justin suggests this could be covered off by adding “and specifications (rope rating)” 
to the line saying that students should be provided with “access to manufacturer 
instructions” 

• General agreement 
• Section 13.0 (Climbing Techniques) – Justin notes that this section does not currently cover 

suspension at all 
 Nick notes that Justin also flagged this for the Working on Rooftops section 
 Cesar says he thinks this is not a major topic for Climber 1 

• Justin says we could make a note that this is not covered in Climber 1 
• Clay suggests we return to this discussion at a later date once Climber 2 

section is written 
o General agreement 
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o Justin recommends that we change the order of 13.0 Climbing Techniques and 14.0 Pre-
Climb Checklists sections 
 General agreement 

• Section 14.0 (Pre-Climb Checklists) – Justin suggests that students be required to demonstrate that 
they can create a rescue plan 

 Nick notes that plan is for Climber 1 chapter to be taught alongside the Rescue 1 
chapter, and it may make more sense to include this in Rescue 1 

• Clay notes that the two sections may not always be taught together: says it 
is probably necessary for both 

o Iain recommends we add “Comprehend a rescue plan” to Program 
Expectations 
 General agreement 

o Dave recommends that we add “and Hazard Assessments” to section title 
 General agreement 

o Clay asks that we add a note referencing the JHA included as an appendix 
 General agreement 

• Section 15.0 – Nick notes that he received comment from Gordon that fall arrest and fall restraint 
should be separate bullet points in the examples of different types of rooftop fall protection systems 

 General agreement to separate into “Fall arrest anchorage (PPE)” and “Temporary 
fall restraint anchorage (PPE)” 

• Section 16.0 – no concerns 
• Section 17.0 – Nick says he received a note from Gordon asking for something on “documented 

archiving” in this section 
o Nick to reach out to Gordon to confirm what he means here 

• Appendix 1 – Justin said fall protection chart is needed for this appendix, says it should be included 
within this document since it already has a rescue plan, which requires a fall protection chart 

 Notes it also needs a clearance chart 
 General agreement to add both 


